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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

251515 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Attachments Ability to customize file upload windows to support
external document repositories

This feature allows the file upload window to be
customized by the administrator to support external
document repositories and file storage and sharing
mechanisms such as Dropbox.  This feature must be
customized in conjunction with custom code that supports
any desired external repository.

248567 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

New migration tool to extract documents out of the
database and onto the file system

This is a new, stand-alone program named
DocumentImageMigration.  It will typically be run with the
support of doDocumentMigration.bat or
doDocumentMigration.sh.  Database patches must be run
with patchrunner when DocumentImageMigration has
completed its work.  the program disables the database
triggers when it is running, so as not to create history
entries for the updates it makes.

For most migrations only the -migrate option needs to be
performed.  The size columns will already be set in the
database.

254453 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

add ability to redirect to a SSO signoff url when users log
off ExtraView

There is a new entry in the Configuration.properties file
named SSO_SIGNOFF_URL.  This must be a valid URL.
This URL will replace the current ExtraView top page
when any SSO user signs off. This behavior is not
enabled on non-SSO systems. If the
SSO_SIGNOFF_URL is blank or missing, the standard
ExtraView SSO sign off page is shown.

256657 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Home Page Change Home Page screen The sign on message will now be visible on the Home
Page for the ADMIN user account.

254840 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Notification Provide EVMAIL_DELIMITER_TEXT as an option in
outbound plain text emails

This allows better use of replies being generated from the
emails, that are used to update issues in ExtraView.  The
inclusion of the delimiter is now an option in all email
templates.

254739 Product Bug 7.0.4 API & CLI &disabled_values=Y and &all=Y for the
get_valid_meta_data API were not working correctly in
conjunction with each other

When trying to get a complete metadata list, you could
use the &disabled_values=Y to get those that are
disabled.  However, if you use the &all=Y, it wasa
blocking getting the disabled values.  You can now use
these parameters independent of each other.

255736 Product Bug 7.0.3 API & CLI API history command did not return data preceisely as
expected

The history screen utilized non-zero nanosecond values
in the history timestamp, but the internal precision is
milliseconds. So the history values were not retrieved
when compared with hist_timestamp ( requested
timestamp <= issue timestamp ).

Solution was to add a millisecond to the requested
timestamp.

254956 Product Bug 7.0.5 Add & Edit Image display type UDFs on repeating rows did not allow
new images to be added successfully

This bug also affected document display type fields on
repeating rows.  The problem has been fixed.
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253796 Product Bug 7.0.4 Allowed Values Was unable to type or paste list value into
RELEASE_FOUND field without generating an error

This was fixed

256269 Product Bug 7.0.4 Allowed Values New behavior setting named
AV_INTERSECT_WITH_NULL_PARENT

This new behavior setting named
AV_INTERSECT_WITH_NULL_PARENT is designed to
be more permissive when identifying valid children in a
multi-parent allowed value relationship.

Some sites were taking advantage of a configuration
which was deemed to be a bug, and removed, using null
values as the parents in allowed value relationships.  This
setting provides backwards compatibility to the old
behavior for those customers who want to retain the old
way of working.  The behavior is as follows:

When there are multiple allowed values defined with the
same child field, and one of the parents does not have
any children defined when the selected value is *None*,
the default behavior is to show no values in the child field,
as there are no valid values for *all* parent field selected
values, and the default value for this setting is NO.
However, older customers may have configurations
where they expect that if one of the parent selected
values is *None* that this parent field is not included in
the determination of which child values to display, and the
child field should display the intersection of the permitted
child values for the other parent(s) field(s).  In this case,
set this behavior setting to YES.

254085 Product Bug 7.0.4 Business Rules Could not populate the Mailing List from Repeating Rows
layout field

This had never been implemented in the business rules.
It now works correctly, in the same way as do fields on
the main layout.

254191 Product Bug 7.0.4 Business Rules Rule not implemented: Error observed "Task not a valid
title for Project or Area"

This was an obscure problem that resulted from a
business area being with the title of "Tasks" and there
being a layout type with the name of "TASKS".  The rules
parser could not distinguish between the two names.  The
rules parser has been enhanced to overcome this issue

253577 Product Bug 7.0.4 EV Mail Improve handling of email generated by Microsoft Outlook
and handled by EVMail

Microsoft Outlook is often configured to use Microsoft
Word as its editor.  As a consequence, the HTML
generated by outgoing emails often contains a huge
amount of style information (some would consider this as
junk).  ExtraView will now be more agressive in cleaning
out this information, leading to a better presentation of the
mail once it has been imported into ExtraView.

253435 Product Bug 7.0.4 General code
issues

Could not use the sign on page 'Change Password'
functionality with the Alternate User ID

The change password utility offered from the sign on
page only understood the primary User ID, not the
Alternate User ID.  The utility now supports both.

256185 Product Bug 7.0.4 General code
issues

Latency issues with client site after upgrade - inefficient
handling of allowed values when localization is turned on

On sites where there were a large number of allowed
value combinations and localization was turned on, there
was a delay in loading the Add and Edit screens.  This
has been resolved.
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254879 Product Bug 7.0.4 Jira Integration Jira integration caused repetition of log area fields while
failing to upload file attachments

The LOG_AREA_TEMPLATE behavior setting must be
set to the default value of "$$LA_DATE$$
$$LA_USER$$" in order for the log area header lines to
not be propagated from ExtraView to JIRA records.  In
addition, Jira has a very low limit on the size of
attachments and it does not handle large attachment files
gracefully.  ExtraView now does extra checking in the
integration to overcome this problem in Jira.

254866 Product Bug 7.0.4 Notification Errors in logs generating email notifications This did not result in any incorrect processing, but the
errors in the logs are now handled so they do not appear.
There was no functional problem.

253251 Product Bug 7.0.4 Search / Report Incorrect display of totals in a report that combined
repeating rows and group headers

When repeating row fields were used as group headings
on a column report, the same group heading could be
repeated more than once, out of sequence.  This caused
the same record to be repeated on the report.  At the
same time, the count of records in the group would be
incorrect.  This has been fixed.

253380 Product Bug 7.0.4 Search / Report Timezone Issue with Report Scheduler Scheduled reports were being sent to some users twice.
The cause was that the time zone of the administrator
running the scheduled report was different than the user
who was receiving the scheduled report.  The application
has been changed to use the time zone of the user
receiving the report, as opposed to using the time zone of
the administrator who set up the report schedule.

254552 Product Bug 7.0.4 Search / Report Quickfind task throwing error This was a bug in the embedded Apache Lucene library.
Problem fixed by moving from Lucene 3.4 to Lucene 3.6

254769 Product Bug 7.0.4 Search / Report Data was not displayed for some records when historic
data filter queries were applied to report criteria filter

The HIST_RANGE_START and HIST_RANGE_END
filters were not operational for these reports.  This has
been fixed.

256079 Product Bug 6.6.5 Search / Report Problem with greater than 1,000 PROJECTS within a
single AREA in an installation

This problem was localized and resolved.

Count: 22 records
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